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Supplementary Explanation Regarding “Progress on the Business Integration between Alps
Electric and Alpine Electronics(Alpine), and the Directors After the Business Integration” (April
26, 2018 release)
The following provides a supplementary explanation of the abovementioned press release to
enable persons viewing the materials on our website gain an appropriate understanding.

■Summary
A tremendous transformation, known as “CASE” (Connected, Autonomous, Shared &
Services, Electric) is beginning in the automobile industry. A wide range of diverse customers
and a variety of business models are expected to emerge in the EHII (Energy, Healthcare,
Industry, IoT) market.

At such a time of upheaval and transformation, Alps Electric and

Alpine determined to become an “Innovative T-Shaped Company” by combining their strengths,
where Alps Electric’s “vertical I-Shaped” strength being the developing of core devices using its
electronic components to create competitive products and Alpine’s “horizontal I-Shaped”
strength being the developing of systems utilizing a wide range of devices and technologies.
By becoming an “Innovative T-shaped Company,” we will establish “ITC101” which sets
targets of sales of 1 trillion yen and an operating income margin of 10% by our 2nd
medium-term plan, contribute to the society in the new automotive business domain of “CASE
+ Premium HMI” in the automobile market and “EHII” domain (which is expected to play a
large social role) and aim to become a company capable of sustainable growth.

The

composition of directors of ALPS ALPINE CO., LTD. (“ALPS ALPINE”) will have a focus on
strengthening the governance structure, and will comprise of 6 directors (including 1 outside

director) and 6 directors who are Audit and Supervisory Committee Members (including 4
outside directors), a total of 12 directors (including 5 outside directors).
1.

Trends in the Automotive Market

In the automobile industry, four major technical innovation known as “CASE”, and market
reformation are underway simultaneously, and the industry is facing a once in a century period of
transformation.

As a consequence, automobile manufacturers and all companies in the industry

have begun to focus their development resources on the field of CASE.

Automobile manufacturers

are moving forward with a differentiation strategy – particularly for mid-range models and luxury
models – utilizing cockpit and interior design, and driving systems, that give a sense of value and
luxury, as well as pride of ownership. Alps Electric and Alpine refer to the product group in this
area as the premium HMI (Human Machine Interface).
While the commoditization of traditional products in the automotive domain and products in the
internal combustion and engine domain will progress in future, and market growth cannot be
expected, the CASE domain and Premium HMI domain are predicted to become future growth areas.
In the CASE domain, global IT companies have begun to enter the field, and development
competition is intensifying.

In this kind of environment, one of the major goals of the Business

Integration is for Alps Electric and Alpine to create new, competitive products in the CASE and
Premium HMI fields, by utilizing the technologies, customer channels, and resources of both
companies in an integrated manner, while strengthening the business of both companies with respect
to existing products.

2.

The Future Direction of the Post-Integration Company: an “Innovative T-Shaped
Company”

As an electronic components company, Alps Electric has the three technology and product areas –
HMI, Sensors, and Connectivity – as its core business.

Alps Electric can be called a “vertical

I-Shaped Company” – it is a company specializing in components, which develops these core device
technologies, continuously improves the desirability of products, and vertically advances elemental
technologies and functional devices.
Alpine is a system integrator that develops automotive infotainment products.

It is a big

purchaser of various types of electronic components such as semiconductors and displays, and has
matching to system products and software development as its core business domain.

In addition to

automobile manufacturer OEM business, Alpine also has its own aftermarket business and service
business. Accordingly, Alpine can be regarded as a “horizontal I-Shaped Company,” that is a
generalist that combines technologies and products gathered from a wide range of device
manufacturers, and develops them into systems.
After the Business Integration, we aim to form an “Innovative T-Shaped Company” that
combines the characteristics of both a “vertical I-Shaped Company” and a “horizontal I-Shaped
Company,” in terms of technologies and products. An “Innovative T-Shaped Company” differs
from a vertically integrated company where a system manufacturer self-manufactures core devices.
In a vertically integrated company, the products sold are “system products” rather than core devices.
In the “Innovative T-Shaped Company” that we aspire to, we will sell both system products and core
devices to meet the needs to a wide variety of customers.
In the electrical and electronic industry and the automotive electronics industry, it is thought that

M&A’s generally fall into two categories: the integration of two “vertical I-shaped companies”
where component manufacturers merge, and the integration of two “horizontal I-shaped companies”
where system manufacturers merge.

However, with respect to the development of the technical

innovation in the CASE field, tier 1 system manufacturers who do not possess core component and
elemental technologies in-house are finding it difficult to maintain competitiveness.

What

automobile manufacturers expect from ALPS ALPINE after the Business Integration is a unique
supplier that fully integrates a device manufacturer and a system manufacturer, and is able to
propose integrated products that would meet the expectation of automobile manufacturers, rather
than a company that proposes individual products like in the past, with Alps Electric providing
devices and Alpine providing systems.

This desire and expectation on the part of customers

became even clearer in our discussions with various customers after the Business Integration was
announced in July 2017.

Furthermore, ALPS ALPINE after the Business Integration will not only

develop its system products business for automobile manufacturers, but also extend its component
and functional device businesses, that were formerly carried out by Alps Electric, to a wide range of
tier 1 and tier 2 customers, acting as a tier 2 and tier 3 supplier.

There is potential for a wide range of customers and a variety of business models in the EHI
market and IoT market.

Five business layers can be identified in the IoT market: “sensors gather

data” from a wide range of things, such data is “sent (transmitted) to the cloud” where “cloud
services are provided,” big data in the cloud is further “analyzed and processed,” and “various types
of services are provided to the end user.” In Alps Electric’s electronic components business,
various types of “sensor and connectivity” devices and IoT gateway business play a core role, but we
also expect that some customers will require us to provide “cloud services,” “analysis and
processing,” and “various services for end users.” These services are more of a systems or service
business domain than the component business domain, but it will become possible to provide these
services by leveraging Alpine’s system software and service business. Because of the foregoing, in
terms of developing business in the EHI and IoT markets, where the requirements of customers are
many and varied, we will be able to leverage the superiority of an “Innovative T-Shaped Company”
that is able to develop a wide range of businesses to satisfy the needs of customers, from devices
through to system services.
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